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Add a touch of class to your game night. Break out a deck of these Blue & Red Premium Playing

Cards!Cards offer a crisp feel and exceptional handling, whether you're playing poker, bridge, or Go

Fish.You'll find two decks of playing cards per set, packaged in an attractive box.Each deck

contains 52 cards plus 2 jokers.Cards are 100% plastic.Handsome, traditional design.Standard

index.Standard Size cards measure 2-1/2 inches wide by 3-1/2 inches high.Box measures 3-3/4

inches wide 5-1/3 inches high by 1 inch deep.Flexible.Durable.Washable.The best value for your

money.
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For some reason I was expecting the large black box (the packaging) to contain two smaller boxes

of cards. It doesn't. Instead, the black box is actually a sturdy cardboard tray with a lift-off lid and

two loose decks inside separated by a cardboard divider. Also, product photo made me think there's

a clear plastic window to reveal the decks inside but it's actually a photo of the cards printed on

black cardboard. Overall the packaging feels and looks nice but it means both decks have to be

stored together. If you want to separate the decks (i.e. put one in a kitchen drawer and one in a

game room), you would have to take one deck out of the box and put a rubber band around it.The

cards themselves are decent. They are not stiff and glossy like Bicycle cards. They feel a tad thinner

and have a matte (unglossy) feel. My first impression was, "Oh, these aren't quite as good a quality

as Bicycle" but then I started fiddling with them and realized they are actually less slippery and have

a hint of "grip" to them, which I think is actually a plus that makes them better. I'm looking forward to



playing a game with them.

Great 2 decks of cards. They feel good, can't wait to try them out. Nice thickness and feels

durable.If you want to gift this, I highly recommend you open it up and wash the cards. Our of the

box, there is a moderately strong plastic/chemical smell. After washing them, the smell has

decreased significantly; hope it goes away with time.Three defects to note:Blue deck, 2 slight

misprints: ink rip on the 9 of hearts, and misalignment on the jack of hearts.Red deck, 1 slight

misprint: ink smear on the 5 of spades.See pictures.I would subtract a star for the smell; but, the

price at $7.50 is five stars.

Nice pair of plastic playing cards. I prefer plastic because they wear better. Some people don't like

how plastic cards feel and shuffle, but I've got an automatic shuffler.

These cards are plastic, but they chipped very easily. After two games, 3 cards were marked from

chips. I just opened the 2nd deck, and I don't expect them to last long. I'll get a different brand the

next time and not waste my money.

Good plastic playing cards. Size is small but good to hold in hand.

I use a card shuffler since I have arthritis and play a game using four decks. These cards produce

no dust. They are a bit thicker than the regular cards but hold up well on a cruise with high humidity.
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